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ur ECONOMV
EVENTS IMPACTING THE ECONOMY

COMMON

fit  ,,   CHALLENGES
March 3l- June 22: Parliament passes the y

Coercive Acts and the Quebec Act.     1775 to 1789 2000 to 2008

September 5- October 26: First Continental f`       ,:

Congress meets in Philadelphia. The
r    

Mortgage Crisis

Association is passed prohibiting impor-
tation of British goods after December "    

Credit Crises

1, 1774 and the exportation of colo-    f Costs of Waging War
nial commodities to Great Britain after t

September 10, 1775. The Congress also       ---,... 4(
Recession and Inflation

called for ending the slave trade.    Unemployment

775

April 19: Battles of Lexington and Con- 
i i..,-

t

Accelerating Gap between Rich

cord are fought.       
4    ?    .      `  -, it

1   '"     and Poor

June 15: George Washington is appointed i
r  "      

Government Bail Out
commander of the Continental Army.    z r   "*   ';  '      

August 23: King George III declares the 7

colonies in open rebellion.    
z        CRUCIAL ELECTION

1776 1776
1789 2008

March 23: Continental Congress autho-       r*..

sizes privateering for the colonies.
July 4: Continental Congress approves the     " A Design to represent the beginning and completion of an American Settlement or Farm" was

scale in raising wheat, and middling to largeDeclaration of Independence. published in London in 1768
August 27: Battle of Long Island, New planters benefitted more from the high

York; British take New York City.    ECONOMIC CHANGES IN THE CHESAPEAKE
grain prices generated by the Napoleonic

December 25- 26: Washington crosses the Wars than did small planters. Up to 1818 or

Delaware River, Battle of Trenton.      The Citizens of America placed in the most enviable condition, as the Sole Lords
1819 the agricultural situation was gener

1777 and Proprietors of a vast Tract of Continent, comprehending all the various soils and
ally favorable despite the Embargo of 1808

January3: Battle of Princeton.   
and renewed war with Britain between

climates of the World, and abounding with all the necessaries and conveniences of
1812 and 1815. In addition to high over

September 11: Battle of Brandywine.       life, are now by the late satisfactory pacification, acknowledged to be possessed of
October 4: Defeat at Germantown and absolute freedom and independence: They are, from this period, to be considered

seas demand for grain, the region' s rapidly
growing urban populations expanded mar-

army retires to Valley Forge for winter. as Actors on a most conspicuous Theatre, which seems to be peculiarly designed by
October 17: British General Burgoyne sur- Providence for the display of human greatness and felicity.    

kets for hay, dairy products, meat, seafood,

renders at Saratoga. George Washington, 1783
firewood, and perishable produce.

November 15: Articles of Confederation During the early nineteenth century. the

are approved by Congress.       The outbreak of the American Revolu-     Chesapeake towns and cities also changed.     revenues of large producers again pulled

1778 tion led to severe economic depression in After 1791 indigenous merchants, who far ahead of those of smaller farmers. Big

February 6: France and the United States the Chesapeake. Largely cut off by British had largely controlled the wheat and West planters who shifted their crop mix to suit 1
form an alliance naval blockades from international and Indian trades prior to the Revolution, took volatile markets and tailored their slave

1779 inter- colonial markets, most planters cut control of the tobacco and European mer-     labor forces to that mix, realized increasing

May: Spain joins war on America' s side. back drastically on production of all mar-     chandising trades as well. returns from major field cops as well as

May 8- 24: British conduct raids in Virginia ket crops. No longer able to buy imported Baltimore, with over 13, 000 residents growing revenues from livestock sales.

destroying vessels, tobacco and arms manufactures, they devoted their energies and extensive connections both to the west Not all abandoned tobacco entirely, and

worth more than £ 2, 000, 000.      to producing fibers, making cloth, boiling and to foreign and domestic ports, was al-     planters who grew grain every year and

June 26: Inflation and sagging public credit salt, brewing alcohol, and finding ways to ready the nation' s fifth largest city in 1790,     tended tobacco when prices were favorable

forces Virginia to levy a specific tax for pay their taxes. Most Chesapeake residents and by 1830 grew to the second largest did better than most of the farmers who

the payment of grain, hemp, or tobacco were in reduced straits by 1781 as a result with a population of over 80, 000, eclipsed dropped it altogether. Gross revenues per

for every man over sixteen and for of absenteeism in government or military only by New York City. Norfolk and Rich-     laborer among large slave owners rose to

every female slave of like age.       service, loss of income from market crops,     mond were also among the twenty most about£ 25 sterling constant value between

July 15- 16: To curb runaway inflation,     destructive British raids, slave desertions,     populous cities in the young republic, with 1790 and 1807 and averaged over£ 35 be-

Williamsburg citizens resolve to set loss of rents from tenants who could not or Alexandria, Georgetown, Petersburg, and tween 1810 and 1818, almost certainly the

prices on goods and keep them in city.      
would not pay, depletion of livestock herds Washington, DC ranking in the top thirty.     highest returns realized in the region prior

Nov. 30: To meet increasing demands in and timber reserves, high taxes, scarce spe-     Even interior trading centers like Frederick to the Civil War.

Virginia for foodstuffs for armies in the cie, and deterioration of buildings, fences,     and Hagerstown, Maryland, and Lynch- Newly available nonagricultural invest-

north and south, Jefferson, passes a law and other infrastructure. burg, Virginia, supported larger popula-     
ments— urban real estate, bank stock, and

to ban exportation of meats and grain. Once hostilities ended, Chesapeake resi-     tions than had lived in the Chesapeake' s
shares in internal improvement compa-

1780 dents made concerted efforts to make up for colonial capitals.  nies— also contributed to big planter pros-

April 7: The state capital moved from Wil-     years of lost revenues. But few planters were These expanding urban places began perity. In contrast, planters who owned

liamsburg to Richmond.      able to resume full crop production before to serve as centers of political and cultural few or no slaves realized gross revenues of

May 12: British Capture Charleston, South 1785, and a post- war economic bust, fall-     life, as well as of commerce. However the only about£ 15 per worker, the same level

Carolina ing land prices due to out migration, scarce region' s merchants and bankers proved no
as before the Revolution.

June 10: Virginia enacts a law allowing money and credit, unpaid prewar debts,     match for the entrepreneurs of New York The fortunes of middling planters var-

commissioners to compel individuals to and continued high taxes all contributed to City and Philadelphia. These northern cities ied in the immediate post Revolutionary

sell to the state at set prices provisions economic malaise. After the Constitution replaced London, Glasgow, Liverpool, and era. In some parts of the tidewater, such

above the owner' s immediate need. was adopted and a national government or-     Bristol as the main sources of credit and as Virginia' s Northern Neck and Elizabeth

July 7: The Virginia House of Delegates ganized in 1789, entrepreneurially minded the distribution centers from which Chesa-     City County on the Lower Peninsula, many

accedes to Congress' s plan to stop the residents became more optimistic, and eco-     peake residents obtained both imported and moderately prosperous families opted to

runaway depreciation of Continental nomic conditions improved.      domestically made manufactured goods.
move west or into cities, and some who re-

paper currency by recalling it for a new Most planters at first returned enthu-  mained may have experienced downward

issue at 40 to 1 in specie.     siastically to their traditional staple and re-      economic mobility.

Continued on Page 6]     
sumed the sorts of arrangements they had     .,;,'' • \   A\  (  Continued on Page 7]

with British merchants before winning in- 4   \  ti 1t
dependence. Tobacco remained the domi-      A\ `   \ i ``

BA TODAY INDEX

UNITED STATES
Want element in the 1780s economy, import a  „\.,,

replacement strategies were curtailed, and This issue of BA Today focuses on the
TODAY SN A P S HM T heavy imports of British manufactures and economic challenges that confronted

British credit resumed. However the aboli-    the colonies as they declared inde

WHAT IS IT WORTH???       
ton of the national tobacco monopoly at the fill.    pendence from Great Britain, fought
start of the French Revolution in 1791, and and won the Revolution, and es-
the closing of the French and other conti-    tablished a new nation first under
nental markets the following year upon the     '       the Articles of Confederation. TheNo      , 9,      OW Ti,, J, t a Uo1. t. a R.

u. 7FI7R aF x          A outbreak of war in Europe, finally brought economy remained in shambles until
e DOLLAR, I   ,.

colonially economy.      after the ratification of the Unitedei` (       !       to an end a structured

to, RIto- , For the first time in the historyof theSofa _9` Constitution and the election
All,   ,,,   .  

3 States

4,
au nos or.      

Ic n ra, a
region, many planters decided to drop to-  i" of George Washington.

asea G   . l
e. 

I
vW f bacco entirely in favor of grains, hay, dairypbr r•    g     . Colonial Economies Page 1 and 2

ry 17, t77.. . R    *    - 4 2 products, and livestock. Per capita earnings The shift into grain famung that com-
J"i"/ - Yii/  V.  ! Pri„•„ i Fr n:,x a s r,11n, 

from tobacco declined throughout most of menced in the early 1790s, so lauded Wartime Economy Page 3 and 4

t ONE THIRD.    1  . .,,,,....'..:,::. .- y.
jit3.   '

the Chesapeake, with the exceptions of the by contemporary agricultural reformers Confederation Economy Page 5

Virginia piedmont and Southside where to-     and by many twentieth century scholars,   and 6

One Third of a Dollar, Philadelphia 1776 bacco production continued to expand and brought temporary prosperity largely to a
outputs per laborer were sometimes higher privileged few, and moreover, created more

The New Constitution Page 7

Colonial Williamsburg,       
than those realized before the war.      serious environmental problems than the Interpretation: The Charlton

Gift of Ruth P. and Joseph Lasser]  With the shift to a national rather than a application of " scientific" farming solved.   Coffeehouse Page 8

colonial economy, the size and functions of Unlike tobacco, there were economies of
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ltatercolor View of Charleston, South Carolina

ACCELERATING ECONOMIC REACTIONS GOT TOBACCO?

GAP BETWEEN PROMPT NEW ACTIONS Imagine yourself a successful planter
located on the upper reaches of the Rappa-

RICH AND POOR
1774 TO 1776

hannock River in Virginia. Your tobacco

has been cut, cured, packed into hogs-
heads,heads, and transported to a warehouse

By 1774 the economies of the economic like the dosing of the port at Fredericksburg,1680 and 1770 the economy where it was inspected
thirteen colonies had grown greatly in of Boston and taxing the colonists and now awaits shipment,of the British mainland colonies in Amer p ent, for you prefer

ica soared with growth unprecedented by productivity and complexity creating without allowing them representation
to consign your crop to a merchant rather

both Old and New World standards. The great wealth for men of property and in Parliament which " prove a deliber than sell it in Virginia.

economy swelled faster than the popula-  
for the Empire. Slavery was present ate, systematical plan of reducing us

Each hogshead is branded with your
in all of the colonies, but in the South to slavery." mark and separatelyexpanded. It became more diverse numbered. That mark
slaves furnished the manpower to In October 1774 the Continental and number were carefullymore complex. It drew from many written on the

European immigrants, enslaved Africans,  
drive the engine of those economies.     Congress passed the Association to

crop notes" that the tobacco inspector gave
As the colonies became more valu-     protest Parliament' s offensive and re-and Indians, women and men alike. Ityou as receipts. Now you have turned them

stretched outward,  pulling ever larger
able and the costs of maintaining the strictive economic legislation in the

over to a ship captain who has agreed to
regions of the North American continent expanding Empire increased Britain Coercive Acts punishing the colonies freight your tobacco to England. He uses the
into its lucrative orbit. It brought Amen-

tightened her controls over the Colo for their support of Boston after the
crop notes to find your hogsheads among

can goods to expanding international
Hies and established more economic Tea Party in December of 1773. The

the many others sorted in the warehouse.
markets and an extraordinary array of

restrictions and demanded more rev-     Association was designed to limit As the containers are brought out to

world goods to an increasingly affluent
enues from taxes.   trade and thereby reduce the Empire' s the ship and lowered into the hold, he

colonial market.   
Thomas Jefferson argues in 1774 wealth by ending all imports of manu

or his mate double checks the marks and

The economy also changed in ways
in his " Summary View of the Rights factured goods from Great Britain by numbers and enters them on the ship' s

not everyone liked or even understood.  
of British America," that Britain in December 1, 1774 and all exports of manifest, which will be examined and re-
thepast " took upon themselves the valuable commodities bySeptember

Its complexity often frustrated colonists pcopied by the royal customs officials before
who appreciated the benefits of increas-  power of prohibiting Trade with all 1, 1775. In addition the Association

the ship is allowed to clear the colony.
ing international exports when prices

other parts of the world, except the called for the end of the slave trade

were high but damned them when prices
Island of Great Britain" and " prohib-     which had been very lucrative for the
icing us from manufacturing for our Empire. Committees of Safety were n    `'`   w

were low. Competition increased every
where, from the farm to the city, and

own use, the articles we raise on our established in the colonies to reinforce i.

own lands with our own labor" for her the terms of the Association.   
families could lose as well as gain across

American colonies.     SubmittedAnneJefferson then re-     by Willis]     4r     \the decades. The gap between rich and
poor accelerated, probably more rapidly

counts" a series of oppressions" largely
j—    

than in any other period in American his-
tory, so that poverty became a permanent

r   ,       

I.

sofeap.   
f the American economic land-      

EXPORTS FROM THE COLONIES O N
l

sca e.  Some povertyrepresented per-    d     !       -       

sonal failure and bad luck for European 1

immigrants and their descendants, but THE EVE OF THE REVOLUTIONfar more stemmed from the consignment

of Africans to perpetual servitude and en-     
forced destitution through slavery . . .    The Cartouche of the Fry Jefferson Map

Colonial Williamsburg 1968- 11`     

1      •
f

yar,  f
i

t Once everything tallies, you receive a
i1,      

x bill of lading on which your identifying
monogram is noted again. You enclose this

bill or a duplicate in the covering letter that
accompanies the shipment and tells your
agent in London what you are sending him.

I' l i..  You also include an invoice of the goods you
x   ,  _

1 are sending him and an invoice of the goods
t

i

A you want him to supply in return.
3  -   Arriving in the Thames six weeks later,Gd= y 1

i the captain forwards your letter to a mer
f.:      

I::
j chant and proceeds to unload the cargo

i
r '.' JO1 ,  under the watchful eye of a customs in-

ice Spector. The merchant hastens to send

i
i round orie of his clerks to clear customs,

a pay the duties, and arranges shipment to
J T

7 j.
r+1 the agent' s warehouse. Back in his count

A Plan of My Farm" by George Washington, tkr•-     ___   (    1  /  1     ' ing room, the merchant, still using your
1766

J,1-
hogsheads,;,

y monogram, credits your account for the
Credits to Virca, Vincent, and Curators of the y-    safely received.
Library of Congress with Alan Brinkley( 2004)       

r
1 i   Soon entries on the other side of the

Eyes of the Nation: A Visual History of the account book, the debit side, indicate that
United States, Charlestown Hill Publishing a clerk has been dispatched to fill your

orders. All over the city he calls on sup-
To speak of the economy in prerevolu-     Interior of a Shipping Merchant' s Establishment Probably in Rotterdam, 1783 Colonial pliers of tea, yard goods, furniture, food-

tionary America was to speak of farming,      Williamsburg 1991- 32 stuffs, and ironmongery. He leaves behind
as it had been since the beginning of Euro-      

shop invoices that list the names ( yours
pean colonization and would be through

included) of all of the planters who have
the 1870s. Between 75 and 85 percent of South Carolina Exported The Middle Colonies requested merchandise sold by that whole-
colonial men and women made their liv-

ing 500, 000 Yearly Exported £525 000 saler together with marks to be used in
as landholders and tenant farmers, or

identifying each order. . .
as servants, seasonal laborers, and slaves,     £ 325, 000 Rice 393, 750 Grains

The various tradesmen package each
who worked on farms . . . Much colonial     £ 110,000 Indigo 131, 250 Flaxseed, Livestock, Potash,       

order separately and affix the planters'
farming remained largely " subsistence"     £ 28,000 Deerskins Wood Products, and Iron

marks, this time as shipping labels. The
in character, so that the entire house-     £ 10, 000 Grains and Wood Products

parcels are sent directly to a warehouse
hold raised many crops directed explicitly     £ 7, 000 Livestock

designated by the merchant, where your
to household consumption.  But farm-     £ 7, 000 Naval Stores

order is assembled and stored until a ship
ing also became increasingly commercial

is ready to make a return voyage.
after 1680, and farmers everywhere paid Maryland, Virginia and Again your monogram is the shorthand
considerably more attention to " markets"      

symbol that tracks your goods through
than they had done before. Farmers who North Carolina Exported r;.     the manifest, the bills of lading, and the
raised items for their own consumption

1 lO0 000 customs records. It is used for the last time
also very deliberately produced crops to r      .    

y

sell not only to neighbors or regional con-      
when the ship anchors in the Rappahan

sumers but to " factors," who transported
Largest Number of Regional nock and the captain makes up a " boat

a wide variety of crops— grains, tobacco,     Exports in the Mainland Colonies bill," a list of the boxes, bundles, and bar

rels transferred to a flatboat to navigate the
rice, indigo, and large timbers— to mar-     £ 760, 000 Tobacco shallow creek to the wharf where you and
kets mainly in Europe.  200, 000 Grains your neighbors will send you wagons.

Source: Jon Butler, Becoming America:     £ 35, 000 Naval Stores and Altogether, such transactions took up-
The Revolution before 1776, Harvard Wood Products wards of eight to twelve months from

University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts,     £ 30, 000 Iron Products
the time Virginians placed their orders to

2000, pp. 50- 51]  Money scale.
the time the goods arrived. [ Source: Cary
Carson, Historical Eassay CW Products.]
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WOMEN AND THE WAR ARMING OUR TROOPS

Posterity who are to reap the The Iron Industry
blessings, will scarcely be able Advance of the Enemy" By A. W. Thompson. The Courtesy of the Connecticut Historical Society The years of the Revolutionary War
To conceive the hardships and

Every spot of the old world is overrun with oppression, Freedom presented Americans with great technical
sufferings of their ancestors."   

hath been hunted round the globe. Asia and Africa have long challenges, and at the same time great eco-
Abigail Adams

expelled her. Europe regards her like a Stranger, and England nomic opportunities. The technical chal-

Martha Washington hath given her warning to depart. 0! Receive the fugitive, lenge was to develop an arms making

and prepare in time an asylum for mankind."       industry that could supply war materiel
at Valley Forge Source: Thomas Paine, Common Sense needed to maintain the war effort. At the

When Martha Washington arrived at
same time, this was the economic opportu-

Valley Forge in the bitter winter of 1778,      nity for entrepreneurial individuals.

Martha found a horrific situation. Fifteen C (I) SITS OF WAGING WAR James Anderson had served the Colony

hundred horses had died of starvation, and as an armourer during the last years of co-

thelonial rule, and had agreed to do armour-
Wars

ghuman condition was not much better.
always extractgreat loss of life were always in short supply. Individual

Cold, hungry, sick, and dirtymen threat-     
y ers' work for the newly formed state. The

io
and property especially if fought on home states never were able to raise the number

armourer provided the service of repairened desertion chanting, " No bread, no sol-     
soil with an invadingarmy. It is estimated of troops that were need in the field and

dier." Washington' s position as commander
y P and maintenance of militaryarms, and

in chief was threatened as well, so Martha
that at least 25, 000 Americans, or one their contributions of raw materials and

production of other military hardware. The

had her work cut out for her when she ar-     
percent of the estimated population of supplies for the war effort were never tools used to make agricultural implements

rived on the scene. Once again she brought
the country, died in the conflict many of adequate. and household goods in peacetime, could

supplies from Mount Vernon, which were
whom perished on British prison ships. General Washington' s troops from the

easily be converted to a wartime status

even more welcome than the year before.     
That percentage of deaths from American beginning of the war until its end seldom

repairing guns, swords, and bayonets. At

She set up a sewing circle of officers' wives,     
wars has been exceeded only by the Civil received adequate pay. The Continental the outbreak of the war, Anderson worked

including Kitty Greene and Lucy Knox,     
War. There was also a tremendous loss Congress was unable to raise money and

from his shop located behind the Barraud

who had both left their children at home
of personal and public wealth. Men who the Continental currency that was issued House ( on the site of the current Barraud

and joined their husbands. One witness to
joined the army often left their farms and soon became worthless as inflation rose kitchen) with 5 or 6 workmen. As demand

Martha' s activities wrote:" I never in my life
businesses to be neglected or operated by throughout the states. As a consequence

for weapon repair grew, the shop was en-

knew a woman so busy from early morning
others. Labor was in short supply as men recruits often disserted and the troops that larged, and then expanded onto the site of

until late at night as was Lady Washington,     
were recruited and slaves deserted their were in the field often suffered greatly the reconstructed Anderson Shop. By 1780

providing comforts for the sick soldiers...     
masters. Small farms and towns in the from the shortages of food, blankets and Anderson employed around 40 workmen

Every few days she might be seen, with path of battles or movement of troops suf-     shoes making the misery of the war all between the two sites.

basket in hand... going among the huts
fered from the confiscation of food stuffs the greater especially during the long

seeking the keenest and most needy suffer-
allthe comfortsand

fodder. dark bleak winters of the war. The price

ers, and giving to them in
The loss of European and Caribbean of wheat, beef and firewood increased

her power."       
markets due to the presence of British profoundly. I II

Source: Cokie Roberts, Founding Mothers:     
blockades curtailed most trade leaving Throughout the period of the war the

The Women Who raised Our Nation, Harper
farmers and merchants unable to sell or Continental currency that was printed

r

Collins Publisher, 2004], p. 94- 95.     
export their commodities. Imported goods became increasingly worthless, prices for
grew scarce as manufactured goods dis-     all commodities skyrocketed while short-    i

Mary Bartlett appeared from store shelves. Individual ages compromised the quality of life for    _ r

states never were able to raise the number the army and all Americans. There was
in New Hampshire of troops that were needed in the field and runaway inflation and all people suffered

Joseph Bartlett, a physician from New their contributions of raw materials and greatly especially the poor and enslaved.
Hampshire, headed up the Committee of supplies for the war effort were greatly The new nation borrowed heavily from r' 60

Correspondence in his colony and as a compromised. The demand for iron for France and Spain to finance the war and e,: r       —

result in 1774 Tories burned his house the manufacture of cannons and other the total of war debt was staggering.    
m

C011-01   ,

down leaving his wife and eight children firearms was urgent. Gunpowder and salt Submitted by Anne Willis]
homeless. He continued to serve in the for the preservation of meat for the troops
Continental Congress and in her letters to

him she describes the challenges she faces ci04-
at home. " The men among us are very s MIII~ 11 f t,
backward about going into war, they are 3E trail e

not content with the province bounty... t'" 
tll

c

We hear of wars and tumults from one end i
r-   t 4. 0,      

t

Blacksmith Steve Mankowski at the
4       •,._       Anderson Forgeof the Continent to the other, I should be s ,,,      

t

9
4' ' 

w 4•      j f Large scale manufacture of weaponryglad to know if your courage holds out yet t
t..     

Y ]    
about keeping and defending America." fit,  

j' required different production• techniques.
She later describes the scarcity of goods and

i Shops employing specialized labor and
high prices and then begs her husband to

I water powered industrial machinery pro-
come home as she is apparently pregnant, t ,.    .       

44
0 duced weapons of a standard pattern in large

wR"     I/'. 5before cold weather, as you know my cir

1 quantity. To that end, the state poured enor-
cumstances will be difficult in the winter if mows sums of money into works located in
I am alive."       

5"     

Richmond and Fredericksburg. These were
Source: Cokie Roberts, FoundingMothers: i.,    i - :'

x       l the primary locations for industrial manu-
The Women Who raised Our Nation, Harper j t,  

Its
1 facture of arms and military hardware due

Collins Publisher, 2004, p. 96].    x--     

to their geographical location on the fall line

ElizaPickneyr• of major rivers. In Fredericksburg, James
Hunter had operated a large ironworks for

in South Carolina some time, processing iron ore into metallic

Once the city of Savannah fell [ end iron, some consumed locally, much for ex-

of December 1778], the British were able 1!.

h«

port to Britain. As the state sought to create

a wartime industrial infrastructure, it did so

With Georgia securely in their hands,
to establish a firm foothold in the South...    4

by underwriting the expansion of existing

enemy soldiers moved on South Carolina, businesses. By some accounts, the state put

plundering and pillaging as they marched,   t 40, 000 into Hunter' s works, building what

with the aim of taking Charleston... By t
was in the day perhaps the largest industrial

1778 Eliza Pickney had been widowed for t r..-       

operation in America. The small arms fac-

twenty years and had been managing on is       _ • orally-,  ; h tory run by Hunter was described as being

her own since she was a girl. With the men housed in a building 350 feet long and four
off at war, her daughter Harriott found her- stories high. In addition to this arms factory

self a virtual widow as well, but she stayed
Ebenezer Hazard observed that

at her plantation on the Santee River in     [
Image: View of Boston Harbor] Colonial Williamsburg 1962. 302. 3 At present he makes from pig iron; bar

Hampton with her little children, to keep
iron, anchors, all kinds of common black-

the family business going In her isolation smiths work, small arms, pistols, swords,

she was desperate for news. " I have not files, fuller' s shears, and nails. He has a grist

had a line to inform me of anything,"  Har-     fortunes by the enemy, a severe blow!" The while their husbands and sons hopelessly mill& saw mill, a Cooper' s shop, a Saddler' s

riott wrote her mother, " I am here entirely British had gutted Eliza' s house, burned tried to save Charleston. In the end they shop, a Shoemaker' s shop, a Brass Found-

alone."  Eliza soon joined her daughter as Thomas' s place, and taken the slaves. ( In failed, and the British finally achieved their er' s shop, & a wheelwrights shop. . ."

the British rampaged through South Caro-     plundering South Carolina' s plantations,     long- awaited goal— they captured Charles- Hunter employed nearly 2, 000 men in

lina in 1779. Of course the women weren' t the British rounded up about three thou-     ton, the South' s preeminent city culturally his operation, a number nearly equal to the

really alone on their plantations, there sand slaves, many of whom were still and economically, in May 1780, gaining population of Williamsburg at the time.

were scores of slaves as well, but that would treated as property just the property of major tactical and psychological Victories The state also financed the construction

soon change. While she was at Hampton,     new owners— and sold to the West Indies.     plus control of the vast regions of Georgia of a " Gunnery" for the manufacture of

Eliza received word from her son Thomas Neither side in this fight for freedom was and South Carolina."     muskets, pistols, and other weaponry and

that both her plantation house and his had ready to grant it to the slaves.) . . . Several     [ Source: Cokie Roberts, Founding Mothers:     overseen by a board of commissioners. This

been destroyed. " I have just received... the families of women and children moved in The Women Who raised Our Nation, Harper manufactory employed about 60 hands

account of my loses and your almost ruined with Harriott, hoping to find safety there Collins Publisher, 2004, p. 96].     Continued on Page 6]
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I,1.      "      ' Just How Far Can the

John Carter: Merchant
5''  ,,,,,  ' w ` . l   `    

Dollar Fall?
w,:Reporters: Mr. Carter, Where were you in busi-     Because the Continental Congress had

ness before the war?       no power to fund the war through taxes,
John Carter: Since 1755 I have been a mer-     Watercolor. Six different vignettes of slave life, Colonial Williamsburg: 2007. 301. 1

it printed some $ 250 million in irredeem-
chanmt and before the war and to the present able paper money, or bills of credit, called
time, I

haveJ
been in business

of

a

thisGlocationB AMERI CAN J  )   JJ\ ]    
Continentals,"

ithoCong

backed only
e

the

goodsbetween James Craig' s Sign of the Golden Ball faith of Congress. With decreased trade
and the Raleigh Tavern. James Carter ( sur-  and manufacturing during the war, the
geon and apothecary) built this brick structure enormous amount of money in circulation
as a joint business venture. He occupies the

jREED 0M AND SLAVERY far exceeded the value of available goods,
western Uportion of the shop, The Unicorn' s resulting in rapid inflation. The first Conti-
Horn and in 1772, I moved my family into nental dollars were issued in 1775 with the
the upstairs of this structure. The war and re- At the moment the North American that divided black people in the free states expectation that the states would levy taxes,
moval of the capital to Richmond did not cause colonies declared their independence from did not materialize in the Upper South;     then collect the bills in payment and retire
me to relocate my home and business as it did British rule, one out of every five Ameri-     freedom and slavery evolved in a parallel them. Instead, the states printed currency
many other merchants and tradesmen.    cans was enslaved and the institution itself course that entwined free and slave blacks of their own, further contributing to the de-

Reporters: What were you selling in your store
was legal in each of the newly established in the same families, workplaces, churches,     predation of all American paper money.

before the war?  
United States. The incongruity of maintain-     and communities. A two- caste system with

John Carter: It was my intention to offer for sale ing slavery in a society founded upon free-     rigid divisions between black and white COVVIIWWW'7,4z c8. mewc1j.
anything that you desired so that you would dom and liberty was quickly recognized,     came to exemplify the Upper South follow 1) ta"!/+a''. otz$ 4¢ a

have no need to visit my numerous competitors harshly criticized, and ultimately justified ing the Age of Revolution...     y,, cc.7.  o.  , 1w

o, y,4 m Sik.; u: ord., g to tlrc Neu-

such as Mr. Greenhow, Mr. Prentis, and Mr by the founders of this new nation. But the continued existence of slavery hr    , h ,,,., 4.E,,,,,,   „
u? t.?:L, rM ruhof cc ff,, x,,

Tarpley. So I would import broadcloths, silk The revolutionary crisis transformed Af-     muted the differences within black sod- 
1

and worsted breeches, men' s, women' s, and
rican- American life in the . . . Upper South.     ety. Many free people of color— men and aa--

children' s silk, cotton, thread, and worsted As in the northern colonies, the struggle women— married slaves and live, worked,

stockings, satin and calimanco shoes, shoe soles,     
for political independence— both the war and prayed together. Independent African orxY:•a;     . ;

grammar books, psalm books, Glass' s cookery,     
itself and the changes that accompanied the churches were usually joint ventures of t_,rr: rr E4! GJerrenry.

testaments, spelling books, and a variety of
establishment of an independent republic—     free and slave. If the ability of free people r orJtOt s.

other books for children, writing paper, wax,     
challenged slavery, as slaves and their allies to hold property propelled them into posi-   L, H.._, e.. d_

LLLZhammeredat chattel bonda e with the tions of leadershi in these or anizations,   ink powder, pens, a variety of tin ware, vis.      g p g 1.22VAINOU

swans, hens, chickens, hedgehogs, and nutmeg
mallets of revolutionary republicanism and slaves participated fully and often took

graters, etc., also sundry West Indian goods.
evangelical egalitarianism. But unlike in the leadership roles as deacons and ministers.
North, slavery in the Upper South did not Everyday experience reinforced the ties 71vo twenty dollar bills. Colonial Williamsburg,

Reporters: Have you found it necessary to ex-     crack. The slave society that had emerged between free and slave peoples. Measured Gift of Ruth and Joseph R. Lasser
tend credit?      in the wake of the plantation revolution by church membership, family formation,

John Carter: Yes, indeed, because my competitors of the late seventeenth century hardly fal-     wealth distribution, and aspirations and
As the Continental dollars depredated,

extend credit. I also found it necessary through tered, even as the region' s periphery— most ideas, black society was much more of one the states came under pressure to force the
the Virginia Gazette to admonish that all

prominently the area surrounding Balti-     piece in the Upper South— despite the for-     populace to accept them as legal tender
persons whose accounts have been standing 12

more— developed into a society with slaves.     mal divisions of freed and slave— than in
and often stigmatized those who refused

months are desired immediately to discharge Thousands of slaves gained their freedom in the North. The shadow of slavery assured accept the devalued paper money. In North
them to prevent trouble. I did advertise some the Upper South, and the greatly enlarged continued African- American unity. As per-     

Carolina, people who so much as spoke dis-

goods to be sold for ready money only, such as free black population began to reconstruct haps nowhere else in mainland North respectfully of the currency were regarded
rum, molasses, brown and refined sugar black life in freedom. But the expansion of America, the fate of free and slave blacks

as traitors, and in Virginia refusal to accept

Reporters: With trade stopped between Virginia slavery and with it a host of new forms of was entwined. Slavery defined freedom,     the notes was tantamount to cancelling

and Great Britain how were merchants like racial dependencies more than counterbal-     and freedom defined slavery, in the Upper the debt you were owed. Inflation also led

yourself able to import goods for sale?    anced the growth of freedom.    South during the Age of Revolution.    
Congress to call for controls on wages and

John Carter: Faster, smaller sloops were en- The simultaneous expansion of free-       [ Source: Ira Berlin, Many Thousands Gone:     prices, but price control statutes approved

dom and of slaverydefined black life in the The First Two Centuries ofSlaveryin North in a number of states early in the war were
gaging in direct trade with the island of St.      

soon repealed as ineffective and detrimen-
Ignatius in the West Indies, and some of those Upper South and united free and slave as America ( 19981, pp. 256, 288- 289.]

goods such as rum, pepper, and other spices,     in no other region of the United States . . .  tal. Inflation, price controls, and legal ten
der laws produced economic chaos, driving

would find their way into Virginia. Also, there

meThe Continental currency also came
everything.

was direct trade with Europe with such cities
ing the

tits out of business and exacerbat-
was

as Rotterdam. Americans in Europe could in-    
ACT XXI.

the scarcity of

troduce a Virginia merchant to a factor there.
The Dutch ships would then attempt to bring

under attack from the British and their Tory

your contracted goods such as textiles, tin ware,  AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE sympathizers. The following ad appeared in

etc. into the Bay and up the James and Rappa
The Weekly Mercury of 14 April 1777:

hannock rivers. Goods also came into upper THE MANUMISSION OF SLAVES Persons going into the other Colonies
may be supplied with any Number of

Albemarle Sound in North Carolina and up counterfeit Congress- Notes, for the Price
the Nottoway and Black Water creeks, eventu- The General Assembly decided to allow seeing them as a lever to access the labor

of the Paper per Ream.  They are so
ally being transported into Virginia.       slave owners to manumit their enslaved of free blacks. Some planters sold or rented

neatly and exactly executed that there is
men, women, and children. The law re-     small plots of land to former slaves to se-Reporters: During the war years, as goods quired a former master to be financially re-     cure the benefit of their labor during plant

no Risque in getting them off, it being
became scarcer and money more depreciated,     

sponsible for a slave who was either too old ing and harvest. In the cities, term slavery
almost impossible to discover, that they

what scheme was employed to guard against
or too young to support him or herself, provided a means for owners to exact the

are not genuine. This has been proved by
overcharging? Bills to a very large Amount, which have

Ira Berlin notes that " The spectacular labor of energetic young men and womenJohn Carter: In July 1779 the good citizens already been successfully circulated.
of Williamsburg gathered at the courthouse.     

increase in manumission,  self- purchase,     and make them responsible for themselves
Despite all this, Congress had insisted

They were in a sullen and angry mood be-     
freedom suits, flight, and immigration al-     in old age. Much like gradual emandpa

throughout the first five years of the war,
cause goods were in short supply and prices

tered the size and character of the free black tion and apprenticeship in the northern
that the Continental currency would one

were being driven to new heights. Virginia' s
population in the Upper South. Maryland,     states, contingent manumission and term

day be redeemed at' face value. In March
paper currency was worthless.    

which was fast being transformed from a slavery delayed the arrival of freedom and
1780, however, Congress announced a plan

slave society into a society with slaves, best strengthened the masters' hand.
The next morning the townspeople came to-     

exemplified the change. Between 1755 and But if the continued presence of slavery
for redeeming it at one- fortieth of its printed

gether again to hear the proposal which were
1790

pro-  
the slate' s free black population grew burdened black people, so did freedom. As

value. In 1781 the depreciated value reached

a set offixed,
imponed

fair
ood and peveryday me

for te ties

um-
300 percent to about 8,000, and in the fol-     slaves, black men and women were fully meted to 1, 000 to 1.

a ratio of 100 to 1

Jokesterspaperedin
some places l

bar-

such as firewood, shoes, and soap. To enforce
lowing ten years it more than doubled. In integrated into the economy and society of

bet shops with the worthless bills and wry
the prices a committee was elected. Unfortu

1782, the year Virginia legalized private the Upper South. As free people, they faced
sailors on leave walked the streets of Ameri-

nately, nothing more was ever heard of this
manumission, St. George Tucker estimated ostracism and discrimination. To the new

can port towns in dressed in suits made of
committee and the collapse of Virginia' s paper

the presence of about 2, 000 free blacks in forms of subordination that equated free
the bundles of the currency with which they

money continued unabated.       
the state. By 1790, when the first federal blacks with slaves, lawmakers added the

were paid. So arose the saying" not worth a
census was taken, the free black popula-     new proscriptions that distinguished free

Continental."
Reporters: How high did the price of some tion had grown to 12, 000. . .    blacks from white people. Free black men

Submitted by Bob Doares with
goods go during the latter part of the war?   As in the North, freedom arrived bur-     were barred from voting, sitting on juries,   Erik Goldstein]

John Carter: Very high indeed! At the beginning dened with the heavy weight of slavery' s testifying in court, and attending the mili-
of the war in 1776 salt sold for 15 shillings per continuing presence. New forms of depen-     tia, and all free blacks, women as well as 9; 0 ft:.. 4 Iu

pound; sugar for 2 shillings per pound; and dency emerged even more quickly than men, were barred from owning dogs and t;F„:
rum for£ 1 per gallon. By 1779 salt was selling the old ones could be liquidated. In the guns and trading without a permit. A pass
for£ 25 per pound; sugar for 20 shillings per countryside, many free blacks continued system prevented free blacks from travel-       
pound; and rum for£ 8 per gallon! to reside with their former masters, suf-     ing freely and required them to register

A  ,      
r

fering the oversight of an owner even themselves annually with county authoria       ,Reporters: Did you consider finding another oc w

cupation or leaving Williamsburg altogether?     
after they no longer were owned. Plant-     ties. Many of these restrictions had long

1    4    ers appreciated the advantages of power existed, but the new legislation reinforcedJohn Carter: After the war began I advertised, 

smoe-     
without responsibility. They held tight to them, reminding all that freedom would N . i.iiMio,:ig C,-;: t4ato rent my store along with kitchen, smoke-     
the spouses and children of former slaves,     not mean equality."house, coal house, etc. I was unsuccessful.      

Six dollar bill. Colonial Williamsburg, Gift of
Continued on Page 6]      Ruth and Joseph R. Lasser
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The Spanish Connection;      `  '     r Congressional MalfunctionP g
While organizing a 2007 symposium     "" e. Even before the Articles of Confedera-

on The Spanish Contribution to the Y tion were ratified in 1781, the experiences

Independence of the United States:  44-    of the war had exposed the weakness of

Between Reform and Revolution Am-  the Congress and had encouraged some

bassador Eduardo Garrigues, Advisor for h;?      -.•_    

M   .- --_   ,     
co Americans to think about making changes

Hispanic Affairs in the Spanish Ministry of in the central government. By 1780 the
Foreign Affairs, stated:     war was dragging on longer than anyone

In many history books, the Spanish con-  had expected and the skyrocketing infla-
tribution to the American Revolution has Thomas Rowlandson, European; British, 1756- 1827 tion of paper money used to finance it was
been ignored or underestimated, with the Courtesy of Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco, California unsettling commerce and business. With
belief that Spain was playing only second congressional delegates barred from serv-

fiddle to France in this international con-  The fate of America was suspended by a hair"       ing more than three years in any six year
flirt, but in fact France had lost most of period, leadership in the Confederation
her American territories in the previous

Gouveneur Morris of New York
was fluctuating and confused. The states

French and Indian] war with England,     After the Revolution . . . " there was no Western settlers from shipping farm produce ignored congressional resolutions and re-

while Spain still controlled vast territo- greater testament to the feeble unity of the from the port of New Orleans; they also sup-     fused to supply their allotted contributions
ries in both North and South America. country than America' s governing body;     ported renegade separatist movements, this to the central government. With no abil-
As the leaders of the American Revolu- the Congress. After pathetically wandering time in the Southwest. Even Arab Barbary ity to raise money, the Congress simply
tion expressed, without the financial and from Princeton to Annapolis, from Trenton pirates made a veritable sport of preying on ceased paying interest on the public debt.
military support ofSpain, the outcome of and then to New York, where it finally set-     American ships, selling off captured Ameri-     The Continental Army smoldered with
the war might have been different.       tied, the national legislature could scarcely can sailors in the harsh Muslim slavery resentment at the lack of pay and began

The Spanish contribution to the success of muster a quorum. It remained a weak and bazaars of North Africa, and destroying the falling apart through desertions and even
the American Revolutionary War is evident wayward instrument, whose members ei-     young country' s Mediterranean markets. outbreaks of mutiny. All these circum-
in three major ways. First and foremost ther didn' t appear, often had no work when Month by month the American confed-     stances forced mercantile and creditor fin-

is monies loaned to America both overtly they did appear, or weren' t listened to eracy was increasingly shaky, and month terests, especially those centered in the
and covertly to be used for war materials when they actually sought to enact policy.     by month, with ever- growing impunity,     mid- Atlantic states, to seek to add to the

and supplies. Secondly, Spanish livre was At every step, its actions were marked by the thirteen states acted like thirteen in-     powers of the Congress. Reformers tried to
used to assist in the training of the con-     temporizing, indifference, hesitation. And dependent countries, and squabbling, ill-     strengthen the Congress by broadly inter-
tinental army by sponsoring experienced governing was impossible. They couldn' t tempered ones at that. New York laid preting the Articles, by directly amending
European military strategists. Lastly, the tax, they couldn' t raise an army to repel onerous import duties on simple rowboats them ( which required the consent of all

Spanish military, particularly General Ber-     invaders— Congress had been forced to sell crossing with produce from New Jersey;     the states), by threatening the states with
nardo de Galvez, opened additional fronts off its last warship— and they couldn' t sup-     it taxed lumber from Connecticut too.     military force . . .
in Louisiana and Florida causing the Brit-     press internal insurrections. And under the Pennsylvania followed suit ( indeed, Penn-  Source: Gordon Wood, The American

ish to engage in battles on multiple fronts articles of Confederation, all thirteen states Sylvania and Connecticut literally waged Revolution: A History, New York: Modern
simultaneously.   had to agree to any amendment to the fed-     a twenty- year war over land).  So did Library, 2002, pp. 145- 146.]

Monies Loaned to U. S from Spain: 
eral government' s powers. By any standard Massachusetts, which was selling goods

The first recorded moneys were two mil-
to see, theNewHampshire,  Islandin

was woefully impotent. with inflated prices to Connecticut and Debt and Unemployment
Abroad for all the world Rhode tried to

lion livres in hard currency and war mate-  Soon between the swelling debt, shrink-
riel. Thus, the United States currency, the

weakness of the federal government was stick out- of- state creditors with its debts,     
ing money supply, and dwindling trade, the

Continental, was secured by Spanish silver
impossible to disguise. There were conse-     as did Maryland. And the inhabitants of

flush of prosperity was snuffed out. Seam-
dollars. Two additional sums were noted:     quences, England took advantage, contemp-     Kentucky and the newly formed state of

stresses, shoemakers, and other craftsmen
tuously refusing to withdraw its troops from Franklin were threatening to arm 10, 000the first, $ 74, 087. 00, was loaned to Patriots
its forts on American soil in the West, as men to settle the question of navigation on

and artisans were suddenly without work;
Oliver Pollock and Thomas Willing and,     

had been promised in the 1783 treaty, and the Mississippi . . .
the shipbuilding industry collapsed too.

second, 1 to John Jay, United
barring American ships from moving freely Then came the thunderclap that rattled

As would follow in France, there were

States Emissarissar toSyto Spain. Another source

about the West Indies, stifling much- needed across the frail Confederation:  Shays' s
now dreadful visions of the poor rising

was King Carlos III' s August 17, 1780 Royal
American trade. If that weren' t enough,     Rebellion. 

up against the well- to- do. The situation
Order asking Spanish and Indian males in became dire. There was no common trade

the Americas to donate two dollars and one
separatist movements were plotted with the       [ Source: Jay Winick, The Great Upheaval:     

policy, no real foreign policy, barely any
dollar respectively in equivalent goods, the

Indians in the borderlands of the Northwest America and the Birth of the Modern World
domestic policy. And there was the debt,

records of which were sent to Mexico City
and Virginia. Spain took advantage too,    1788- 1800, Harper Collins Publisher,     

accumulated during the war. The young
for distribution -- a mystery of history not taunting the new nation by prohibiting 2007, pp. 56 58]     

nation had borrowed millions from France

quite solved, although rumors abound. Fr.      and Holland to finance the Revolution,

Serra, Father President of Alta California, which it had scant hope of being able to
called this a " war tax." Alta California sent repay. No wonder James Madison luridly

4, 216. 00.  warned about this " flagrant" and " present

Spain Support Brings European anarchy." Or that John Sullivan referred

Military Leaders: to the confederacy as " a Monster with
thirteen heads!" In fact the future presi-Spain also provided war materiel and A   : Y,  c,  sra .—,?   -. tt t     :", r4"  '   F      „ iv:    kt y      dent of the Congress, Nathaniel Gorham

brought European military leaders to the 1

Patriots through a " dummy" world trading i l i     _ openly worried that the clashes between

company, Roderique Hortalez et Cie. Based uk a: I.r -.     
f

New York and its neighbors would erupt

in Paris, but operated out of St. Eustatius in qd.
w       ;,       

into civil war.

R,     Source: Jay Winick, The Great Upheaval:
the Lesser Antilles, the Bourbon Kings of

Spain and France each provided one mil- America and the Birth of the Modern World

lion livres to start the company in May of
1788- 1800, Harper Collins Publisher,

1776, six weeks before the Declaration of S HAY S S REBELLION 2007, p. 57]

Independence. The materiel and leaders
Debt and Foreclosures in Massachusetts Summary:were sent via ships from St. Eustatius to

Portsmouth, New Hampshire; Philadelphia,      
Spain' s involvement in the American Revo-

Portsmouth,   

Charleston, South Carolina
In 1786 a rebellion of nearly 2, 000 legislation that Shays had wanted and lution was both crucial and timely. The

and New Orleans in the Spanish Province
distressed debtor farmers threatened with that other states were enacting. This leg-     foreign policy decisions of King Carlos III to

of Louisiana, then up the Mississippi and
foreclosure of their mortgages broke out in islation convinced many that calling for provide trade and political support as early

Ohio rivers and across the Braddock and
western Massachusetts. The rebellion, led people to obey the law was a remedy for as 1774 shaped the progress of the conflict.

Bedford roads. For example, Patriots re-     
by a former militia captain, David Shays,     insurrections only; it did not solve the The substantial financial support of approxi-

ceived support for the Battle of Saratoga
closed the courts and threatened to take peculiar problem of legislative tyranny.     mately 6 million livre from Spain and France

and during the Northwest campaigns led by
over a federal arsenal. But more alarm-     By voting the sympathizers of Shays into each and additional sums of about 2, 700 and

George Rogers Clark. Baron F. W. Augustus
ing, it occurred in the very state, Mas-     legislative office, the people had made it 4,200 Spanish dollars from the government

von Steubenwas brought to Valley Forge
sachusetts that was considered to have possible, as one Boston newspaper com-     as well as individual citizens was important

with these funds as were Casimir Pulaski,     
the best- balanced constitution. Although plained in May 1787, for " sedition itself in supplying war materials and supporting

Thaddeus Kosciuszko and others for vari
Shays' s rebels were defeated by militia     [ to] make laws." Count Bernardo de Galvez and his army.
troops, his sympathizers were victorious Source: Gordon Wood, The American Those funds also allowed for sponsorship ofous Patriot activities.      
at the polls early in 1787. Consequently Revolution: A History, New York: Modern European military strategists such as Baron

Spain Opens Another Military Front:     the newly chosen state representatives Library, 2002, p. 152.]     von Steuben who helped Washington' s

Spain literally started another military soon enacted the kinds of debtor relief army drastically improve their battlefield
front against the British as soon as war skills at Valley Forge. In addition, General
was declared in 1779. Governor of Louisi-      de Galvez drawing England' s attention to
ana, Count Bernardo de Galvez, received led his forces to capture Mobile, West Bahamas from England. Although more the additional battle front of Louisiana and
orders to take back forts the Spanish had Florida. The attack on Pensacola in 1781 military action was planned, negotiations Florida stretched British military commit-
lost to the British in 1763. September 6,     was on land and sea with Galvez Com-     for the Treaty of Paris 1783 had begun,     ment in America. Spanish support was vital
1779, Galvez took Ft. Bute at Manchas in mander- in- Chief; however, Joseph Calvo and hostilities ceased in the Atlantic and to the success of an American victory in the
the Mississippi River Valley with no losses de Irazabel led the fleet from Havana.     along its seaboard. Protection of Spanish Revolutionary War.
to Spain. Taking the fort at Baton Rouge Pensacola proved to be the most difficult treasure ships from British pirates contin-       Source: Spain in the Revolution:

was a more formidable task,  but the of the three- year campaign, although,     ued from the Spanish Main ( Cartegena http:// www.americanrevolution. org/ hirpanic. html
Spanish captured it September 20. Galvez again Spain triumphed. There was one and Bilboa to Havana to Cadiz) and from Spain' s Support Vital to U. S. Independence:
next secured the peaceful surrender of more battle between Spain and Britain Manila to the Sandwich Islands ( Hawaii)  http:// www.neta. com/- Istbooks/ vital.htm
Natchez October 5. The next year, Galvez May 8, 1782 when Spain regained the to Acapulco.  Submitted by Rose McAphee]
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New York Takes a Hit majority in the Congress from agreeing to
i the treaty. But the desire of the majority

In New York, after seven years of British o of seven states to sacrifice western inter-

rule and martial law, the city was in sham-    a ests for the sake of northern merchants

bles, a lea of the transformingburdens of L itaf s k'      y aroused long- existing sectional jealousieslegacy
Ira. t, i g,    \  -

s      `•      

and threatened to shatter the union.war. . . The city was a patchwork of shanty144 r`

huts and brick skeletons, remnants of the
a Despite the efforts of the diplomatic com-

devastating fire of 1776. The enormity of the 4:      mission of Jefferson, Franklin and Adams to
reconstructions challenge was overwhelm-       F negotiate liberal commercial treaties, the

ing. In everydirection spread weed- choked Pi  :
g p

1e`'    -,.,"`

4-

mercantilist empires of the major European

ruins, rotted out homes, and vacant lots;  11011611 n nations remained generally closed to the
and everywhere stood the debris of war. The 4

i r new republic in the 1780s. The French were

streets overflowed with trash, squalor, and JJ'    unwilling to take as much American produce
excrement, and block upon block lay bare as had been expected, and Britain effectively
and decrepit; New York had been stripped barred competitive American goods from its
of its fences and trees— the British troops

Nova Totius Americae Tabula Colonial Williamsburg
markets while recapturing American con-

used them for firewood— while its wharves sumer markets for its own goods. The Con-
had been left to rot and sink into the river.       FAILURES OF THE CONFEDERATION federation lacked the authority to retaliate
No less than Trinity Church was reduced with its own trade regulations, and several

to a blackened hull. Bony cows and pigs Congressional power, which had been its treaty obligations to evacuate its mili-     attempts to grant the Congress a restricted
scavenged freely, and the people themselves substantial during the war years,  now tary posts in the Northwest, claiming that power over commerce were lost amid state
were crammed into a haphazard mass of began to disintegrate. The delegates in-     the United States had not honored its own and sectional jealousies. The Confederation
pitched tents and cramped hovels. Pale-     creasingly complained how difficult it was commitments. The treaty of peace had Congress watched helplessly as the separate
faced and unwashed- disease ridden too—     to gather even a quorum. The congress stipulated that the Confederation would states attempted to pass ineffectual naviga-
they existed, in the words of one visitor,     would not even agree on a permanent recommend to the states that loyalist prop-     tion acts of their own. By the mid- 1780s, for
like herrings in a barrel." No wonder New home. It wandered from Philadelphia to erty confiscated during the Revolution be example, Connecticut was laying heavier

York' s future mayor, John Duane, ruefully Princeton to Annapolis to Trenton and restored to its owners and that neither side duties on goods from Massachusetts than on
noted that the city looked as if it" had been finally to New York City. The states reas-     would make laws obstructing the recovery those from Great Britain.

inhabited by savages or wild beasts."     serted their authority and began taking of prewar debts. When the states flouted In the end the Confederation' s inability
Source: Jay Winick, The Great Upheaval:     over the payment of the federal debt that these treaty obligations, the impotent Con-     to regulate commerce finally precipitated
America and the Birth of the Modern World many had earlier hoped to make the ce-     federation could do nothing.     reform of the Articles. Jefferson, Madison,

1788- 1800, Harper Collins Publisher,     ment of union. By 1786 the states had Britain was known to be plotting with and other leaders with agrarian interests

2007, p. 49.]     converted nearly one third of the federal the Indians and encouraging separatist wanted American farmers free to sell their

securities into state bonds, thus creating movements in the Northwest and the Ver-     surplus crops abroad. They feared that if
gi4-I IVt? :y,      a vested interest among public creditors mont borderlands, and Spain was doing they were prohibited from doing so the

as,   
in the sovereignty of the individual states.     the same in the Southwest. Spain in fact farmers would sink into lethargy and lose

a
Under these circumstances the influence refused to recognize American claims to their industriousness. More important, if

of those, as Hamilton called them, " who the territory between Florida and the Ohio the United States did not sell its agricultural

think continentally" rapidly declined, and River. In 1784 in an effort to bring Ameri-     produce in Europe, it would be unable to
the chance of amending the Confederation can settlers moving into Kentucky and pay for manufactured goods imported from
piecemeal declined with them. The only Tennessee under its control, Spain closed Europe and would therefore be compelled

tii       ;;      
hope of reform now seemed to lie in some the Mississippi to American trade. Many to begin large- scale manufacturing for it-
sort of convention of all the states.      westerners were ready to deal with any self. These developments in turn would

5••••-•:-:",,,,,,,„*.,,,`  =^-  In Europe the reputation of the United government that could ensure access to the eventually destroy the fanner- citizenry on
States dwindled as rapidly as did its credit.     sea for their agricultural produce. As Wash-     which republicanism was based and would

The Dutch and the French would lend ington noted in 1784, the western settlers create in America the same kind of corrupt,
This ship was originally used against French

money only at extraordinary rates of inter-     were " on a pivot." The touch of a feather rank- conscious, and dependent society that
privateers but was later used against the est. Since American ships now lacked the would turn them any way.      existed in Europe. Thus the Confederation
Colonies in thje Revolution. It took part in the

protection of the British flag, many of them In 1785- 86, John Jay, a New York desperately needed commercial regulatory
battle above New York in August 1776 were seized by corsairs from the Muslim aristocrat and the secretary of foreign af-     power in order to compel the European
Colonial Williamsburg: 1941- 178 states of North Africa and their crews were fairs, negotiated a treaty with the Spanish states to open their markets to American

Credit Crisis
sold into slavery. The Congress had no minister to the United States, Diego de agricultural goods.
money to pay the necessary tribute and ran-     Gardoqui. By the terms of this agreement ' Source: Gordon Wood, The American

Even before the Articles of Confederation soms to those Barbary pirates.    Spain was opened to American trade in Revolution: A History, New York: Modern
were ratified in 1781, the experiences of the Amid a world of hostile monarchial return for America' s reunification of its Library, 2002, pp. 148- 150.]
war had exposed the weakness of the Con-     empires the new republican confederacy rights to navigate the Mississippi for several

gress and had encouraged some Americans was even hard pressed to maintain its ter-     decades. Out of fear of being denied an Arming Our Troops Continued from page 3

to think about making changes in the central ritorial integrity. Britain refused to send a outlet to the sea in the West, the southern and according to Hazard was producing
government. By 1780 the war was dragging minister to the United States and ignored states prevented the necessary nine- state about 20 muskets a week. State backing of
on longer than anyone had expected and the gunnery amounted to about L25, 000.
the skyrocketing inflation of paper money Newsline Continued from page 1 In Richmond, the state built a foundry
used to finance it was unsettling commerce

December 30: Benedict Arnold sails in to 1787 at Westham for casting artillery. It was a
and business. With congressional delegates substantial works as well, housed within a

Chesapeake Bay and later inflicts great May 25: Constitutional Convention opensbarred from serving more than three years structure a 50 foot square built for casting,
in any six year period, leadership in the

damage by burning buildings,  public in Philadelphia to discuss revising the

with other buildings housing equipmentrecords, and the foundry at Westham Articles of Confederation
Confederation was fluctuating and confused.      for boring and finishing the ordnance.
The states ignored con essional resolutions

and destroying quantities of tobacco and September 17: Constitutional Convention

powder along the James River.  approves the newly drafted Constitution Submitted by Ken Schwarz]
and refused to supply their allotted contribu-     

1781 and sends it to Congress
dons to the central government. With no

March 1: Articles of Confederation are October27: First of Hamilton, Madison, and Interview . . .       Continued from page 4
ability to raise money, the Congress simply ratified Jay' s Federalist Papers appearsceased paying interest on the public debt.      y P PP Later, I offered for sale my store and the house

The Continental Army smoldered with re- and

The British burn tobacco warehouses 1788 1 had purchased from Robert Carter Nicholas.The C

nt at the lack of pay and began falling
and about 1, 200 hogsheads of tobacco in January- August: Ratification of U. S. Consti-       Again I was unsuccessful and as you can see I

senapart through desertions and even outbreaks
Manchester, Virginia on the James.       tution by all states except Rhode Island am still in business at this same location.

of mutiny. All these circumstances forced
October 19: Cornwallis surrenders to Wash-       and North Carolina

Reporters: When you rented a room to Col.ington at Yorktown, Virginia 1789
mercantile and creditor interests, especially 1783 March 4: First U. S. Congress under the Washington in the fall of 1771, little could
those centered in the mid- Atlantic states, to you have realized that 13 years later he wouldSeptember 3: Treaty of Paris between the Constitution convenes in New York
seek to add to the powers of the Congress. be the most famous man in America!
Reformers tried to strengthen the Congress

Americans and the British is signed
John Carter: None of us knew then the war

by broadly interpreting the Articles, by di-     
1786

was coming and eventually how many sac-August

amending them ( which required the
August 20: Shays Rebellion in western

rifices would be made or sufferings endured

consent of all the states), by threatening the
Massachusetts

before that war was won.

states nthary force.  
FOOD AND FUEL PRICES SOARby yourroving reportersGary Wood, The American

Submitted re orters Phil

Revolution: A History, New York: Modern Provisioning Report Shultz and Nancy Milton with special

Library, 2002, pp. 145- 146.]    Price of a Bushel of Wheat
thanks to Kevin Kelly.
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Government Bailouts
THE TANGLES OF

Like Madison in 1790, Hamilton was at
41" x

the peak of his powers. He wrote the forty
DEBT FOR

thousand words of his Report on the Public THE NEW NATION
Credit in a three month surge and with the r     ,

same kind of desperate speed he had turned State Debts:e s.       $ 25, 000, 000. 00

out his fifty- one contributions to the Feder- Foreign Debts:    $ 11, 600, 000. 00
alist Papers. Scholars on the lookout for the     " Making Good in the New World," A design to represent the beginning and completion of an

theoretical sources which may have shaped American settlement or farm published in London in 1768. Colonial Williamsburg 1985- 27 Total War Debt: Foreign,

his thinking having invariably discovered

FLEXING FEDERAL MUSCLE
National and State:

multiple influences: Adam Smith Smith .   and 76, 000, 000. 00
David Hume . . . It is also well established

few people expected what the Phila-     within the separate states in the 1780s that
that Hamilton' s intense dedication ta

delphia Convention eventually created— a made possible constitutional reform of the And as the Founders knew,
centralized solution to the fiscal problems

new Constitution that utterlytransformed centralgovernment. The and con
facing the new government emerged, like unjustthe growing turmoil in the
Madison' s, out of his frustrating experience

the structure of the central government fusing laws coming out of the state legisla
ancient monarchy of France

of the inadequate and hopelessly divided
and promised a radical weakening of the tures, Madison informed Jefferson in 1787,    

was vivid testimony to the
authority of the Confederation government

states. The extraordinary powerful national had become" so frequent and so flagrant as

Dangers of lettingdebts tral
in the 1780s . . .  

government that emerged from Philadel-     to alarm the steadfast friends of Republi- g P

phia possessed far more than the additional canism." These popular abuses by the state out of control."

congressional powers that were required to legislatures,  said Madison,  " contributed

solve the United States' difficulties in credit,     more to that uneasiness which produced Source: Jay Winik, The Great
commerce, and foreign affairs. Given the the Convention, and prepared the public Upheaval: America and the Birth of the
Revolutionaries' loyalty to the sovereignty mind for a general reform, than those Modern World, 1788- 1800, Harper

of their states and their deep- rooted fears which accrued to our national character Collins Publisher, 2007]

lip
of centralized governmental authority, the and interest from the inadequacy of the
formation of the new Constitution was a Confederation to its immediate objects."

Economic Changes Continued from page 1
truly remarkable achievement. It cannot Source: Gordon Wood, The American

be explained simply by the obvious weak-
nesses of the Articles of Confederation. Library, 2002, pp. 151- 152.]     farms they left behind were often split into

In the end, it was also the problems smaller parcels or worked by slaves owned
by absentee buyers.

FRAMEWORK FOR In other mainland tidewater and pied-
mont counties, middling planters had more

A NEW NATIONAL 1 In
success in raising some combination

rofetobacco and grains and were much more
ECONOMY z,4

sn. osT%TT:. / likely than their poorer neighbors to stay
o„ R     t t

1

t s j--1 put. The changing crop mix encouraged
Article 1 a"..  new investment in agricultural buildings

Section 7 All Bills for raising Revenue shall T•. m"•'     

P"
Amnon... and other farm im rovements.

1" e, ur b., he r.,,,,1

originate in the House of Representatives;      f    _ i; n,. --      In still other areas where diversified

but the Senate may propose or concur with r..,. W'"    •  
f

r

farming was well established before the
Alexander Hamilton: 1792 by John Revolution, includingthe Upper and Lower
Turnbull, 1756- 1843, The Carnegie Arts

Amendments as on other Bills.   

77„ N. r Eastern Shore and the environs of Norfolk
Collection ofthe United States

Section 8 The Congress shall have Power a,

lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imports and L.      and Baltimore, new and more regular op-
ToExases, to pay the Dents and provide for     _ _ _ portunities for marketing grain, timber,
the Common Defense and general Welfare livestock, and naval stores to rapidly ex-

What Hamilton thought he was
of the United States; but all Duties, Imposts Right to their representative Writings and panding urban populations as well as to

doing was essentially simple: The economy and Excises shall be uniform throughout the Discovery; new overseas markets raised revenues for
of the United States was a tangled mess

United States; To constitute Tribunals inferior to the middling as well as large farmers.
of foreign and domestic debt that he was

To borrow Money on the credit of the Supreme Court Farmers could choose between three
determined to unravel, then place on firm

United States; To define and punish Piracies and Felo- .   general courses of action from the 1780s
fiscal footing by restoring public credit. 

To regulate Commerce with foreign vies comitted on the High Seas, and Of-     up to 1820. With the opening of new west-
All this was to bachieved with a keen

nations, and among the several States, and fenses against the Law of Nations;       ern settlements they could pull up stakes
and shrewd appreciation for the dynamic

with the Indian Tribes;       To declare War, grant Letters of Marque and move to fresh lands where they might
potential of America' s latest commercial

To establish a uniform Rule of Natural-     and Reprisal, and Rules concerning Cap-     continue farming in the old ways with bet-
energies, but unencumbered by even the

ization, and uniform Laws on the subject of tures on land and Water; ter result. That many chose the first course
slightest concern with how the resultant

Bankruptcies throughout the United is demonstrated by the fact that in 1790 the
system might appear to those not shar- AMENDMENTSStates;  Eastern Shore and mainland tidewater ac-
ing his nationalist vision . . . The whole

To coin Money,  regulate the Value counted for just over one third of the Ches-
point of the funding scheme was to move

Y g Amendment V. No person shall be held...

past such ambiguous entanglements, to
thereof, and of foreign Coin, and for the or be deprived of life, liberty, or property,     apeake population, while a majority then

establish the kind of clear and discernible
Standard of Weights and Measures;     without due process of law; nor shall pri-     resided beyond the fall line, 43 percent in

reimbursement policy that inspired trust, 
To provide for the Punishment of coun-     vate property be taken for public use with-     the Virginia piedmont and Southside and

and to concentrate the debt in those hands terfeiting the Securities and Current Coin out just compensation.   20 percent in the Shenandoah Valley and

most likely to use it in the interests of the
of the United States;      Amendment VI. All Debts contracted and trans- Appalachian west. In addition, Ches-

community' s productivity and growth.     
To establish Post Offices and post Roads;      Engagements entered into,  before the

apeake out- migrants supplied much of the

Assumption was not a plot to destroy
To promote the Progress of Science and Adoption of this Constitution, shall be as population of the new states of Kentucky

the political integrity of the states; it was a
useful Arts, by securing for Limited Times valid against the United States under this and Tennessee, and parts of southern Ohio,

plan to consolidate their debts and national-     
to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Constitution, as under the Confederation.      

Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri.

Many who remained at home followed
ize the economy for al 1... The real problem the second course, that of pursuing a land-
was that Hamilton' s plan was very much a regulated commerce, and powerful finance government credit for investment purposes consuming crop progression of tobacco,
projection of his own audacious personality ministers. From the perspective south of the by the wealthy few who held the notes.     

corn, wheat, and finally fallow, accom-
First, there was the implication, float-     Potomac, of course, these were the institu-     In this limited sense at least, Hamilton

panied by ever more extensive plowing
ing between the lines of the entire Report,     tions and symbols the American Revolution regarded the national debt as a " national

which led to massive soil erosion in much
that an authoritative new presence has ap-     had supposedly repudiated forever.       blessing," for it permitted the clustering of

of the region. Even zealous advocates of
peared on the scene and taken charge . . . Second, there is the Hamiltonian con-     resources in the hands of a small group of

improvement recognized the best farmers
More sweepingly, it suggested that the enor-     fidence that the concentration of political enterprising men who would invest and

who required " speedy supplies" of money
mous but latent potential of the American and economic power was a dynamic force;     not spend it. For Madison, on the other

to maintain their families could do was
economy required more than mere release it was not a threatening cluster of inva-     hand, a Public Debt is a Public curse," and

to select the crops that sold for the most
to achieve its full potential. Hamilton was sive corruption, but a synergistic fusion     " in a Representative Government greater money while drawing the greatest possible
hardly unique in his recognition that the of developmental energies... For Hamilton,     than in any other."       

product from the soil " without entirely
vast resources of the North American conti-     consolidation was a wonderful idea. While Finally there is Hamilton' s enshrine-     

destroying future prospects of crops from
nent constituted a repository of riches, that Madison' s frame of reference was instinc-     ment of the urban elite— the merchants,     

their lands."  Indeed, since land prices in
once unlocked, offered prospects of unpar-     tively political, and idealized the dispersal bankers and business leaders— as the cen-     

most areas east of the Blue Ridge did not
alleled prosperity and national destiny. He of power naturally checked by the inher-     tral figures in the emergent society . . . He

rise between 1775 and 1830, soil mining
was, however, distinctive for his sense that ent diversity of diffused interest groups,     wrote no idyllic testimonials to merchants

was not an irrational response, especially
the mobilization of these resources required Hamilton' s cast of mind was instinctively and moneymen comparable to Jefferson' s

among any who anticipated eventually
abiding management and strategic orches-     economic. He visualized the concentration hymns to bucolic splendor of American' s

moving further west.
tration at the national level. Madison, and of capital in the hands of a select few as yeoman farmers, but his entire financial

The third course,  abandoning tradi-
an even greater extent Jefferson, seemed the essential precondition for commer-     plan was an implicit endorsement of corn-     

tional land- mining,  labor- saving Chesa-
to think that economic policy consisted of cial investment and economic growth...     merce as America' s lifeblood and of men of

peake husbandry for European style high
getting out of the way to allow the natural When money was spread out, it was only trade and commerce as its chief beneficia-     

farming was primarily an option for those
laws of economic recovery and growth to money. When concentrated, it was capital.     ries and silent heroes.    

wealthy enough to forego some present
proceed. But Hamilton thought the condi-     And the main reason he welcomed the      [ Source: Joseph J. Ellis, Founding Brothers:     

income in order to divert labor to the ardu-
tions for economic development needed to enlargement of the federal debt produced The Revolutionary Generation, Alfred A.     

ous business of keeping fields under per-
be created, then enduringly overseen. His by assuming the state debts was that, once Knopf, New York, 2001, pp. 60- 65.]     

manent cultivation, as well as to improving
model was England, with its national bank,     properly funded, it enlarged the pool of

Continued on Page 81
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Architectural Drawings of Completed
Coffeehouse and Framing, CW Website

CHARLTON COFFEEHOUSE
In September of 2008, the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation began the Interview with Garland Wood

reconstruction of Richard Charlton' s 18th century Coffeehouse. Architects
designed the project to appear as close to the original as our evidence permits,      CONSTRUCTING THE FRAMING FOR THE COFFEEHOUSE
and the plan incorporates the remaining portions of the Coffeehouse' s original

Garland and the carpenters are cur-     taken by his departmentd. One of thefoundations. The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation' s Historic Trades depart
rently busily constructing the framing for most interesting aspects of the project isment will be creating much of the construction material, including bricks,     
the Coffeehouse at Great Hopes Plantation.     its relative wealth of evidence: Unlike

rafters, shingles, and metal hardware.
Once the process is complete, the entire some of the more recent structures that

A generous $ 5 million gift from Mr. and Mrs. Forrest E. Mars Jr. of Big
structure will be disassembled at Great have been reconstructed, we have access

Horn, Wyoming made the Coffeehouse project possible. The Mars family has
Hopes, and moved piece- by- piece to the to much of the coffeehouse' s foundations

been a prominent supporters of the foundation for nearly 25 years.       Coffeehouse site, where final construction and bricks as well as a number of wooden

Archaeology Questions
will take place. It is possible that a recon-     fragments, in addition to a photograph
strutted eighteenth- century crane from and other documentary evidence.

By Thanksgiving the new foundations foundations were partially covered on VPI will be used at the Coffeehouse site Garland stressed that it was not un-

will be constructed and will be waiting the outside, especially along the west wall to assemble the framing members as con-     usual for eighteenth- century carpenters
for the sills and framing to be delivered where erosional and purposeful deposition struction will require that block and tackle to prepare the frame of a building off
by Garland' s crew on or about Grand Illu-     has resulted in several feet of fill. Much of be used to assemble the frame. Here' s a de-     site especially if the building was to be
mination. The archaeology will have been the fill consists of brick rubble and other scription of the framing process now being constructed within a town or city or on
long- since completed, so the questions building materials placed in front of the done at Great Hopes:     a topographically challenging site. There
will probably be more about how we got structure in order to build up the yard to 1. Masons first build level brick piers to are eighteenth- century records of bills
to the point of the reconstruction they the level of the road, although some is the represent the corners of the structure,     charged for oxen and ferry tolls transport-
see. Obvious questions will be ones like:      result of trash from next door that was de-       carefully placed to mimic the dimen-     ing framing members to Williamsburg for

Q. Are these the original brick?    posited against the coffeehouse building. sions of the real foundation of the origi-     construction in town.

A. In large part, yes they are. But this is Q. What was the difference between a coffee-       

nal coffeehouse in the Historic Area. If In terms of the wood used for the

a surprisingly c

yes
d qu on thatsi and a tavern?  

the piers weren' t level, or the dimen-     frame, the sills are made of white oak,

requires a bit of explanation. The first houseA. Generally speaking, a coffeehouse ca-       
sions weren' t correct, then the frame while the rest of the frame is made of

e
structure built on this lot was constructed tered mostly to men,  served more hot correctlyw buildwhenwenlit wasfite

the foundation poplar. The shingles

also ing
made

boardso with
in 1749 and used as a store or storehouse.     drinks than a tavern, and didn' t take in

it erected on site. cedar. We' re also looking for with

This thirty- five by thirty five foot building overnight guests. Coffeehouses didn' t re-     
2. We square the sills, which are the beams

foundas
much heartwood as

coffeeelh

as it was

became a coffeehouse run by Richard Char-     quire a tavern license either. Specifically,       
that will rest directly on the brick four in the original house

buyersrs
lton in the 1760s and was later used as a Mr. Charlton's coffeehouse catered to men,

dations. 

lookbers, 
while

mostu sawoodascontemporary
tavern, a store, and a residence. It survived after all, the House of Burgesees, all men,     

3.

joistse
then add the floor

summersbe ande for

for

ask
much sapwood as

Hearpossitwood
in various iterations until 1891 when most met virtually next door at the capitol, so it

to fill in the space between the for the sake of appearance. Heartwood

of it was torn down to build a large Victo-     was a very convenient place to go, sip tea
floor. ofAt

this point, we' ve completed the

wawse
found inthe

challenge has

ebene

the
rian house. In addition to the north and and discuss politics. We also know from the

Next,

of

wet build

flrst level. 

etxtremely

ers. Another c

am

enge has been

which
west walls, which remained intact, much nearly 30,000 animal bones deposited dur-     

4.

st

the front and back walls are

0' long
long some of which

of the building fabric and most of the bricks ing the period when the coffeehouse was Oo
the

this is complete, 

are pp' many
tthat scale.

are not

hen
of the 1749 building were incorporated in operation that Mr. Charlton was serving

5.

of thece co
is

ntso thew
remove

to
most

equippedasked, Garland

to deal with

wouldt have
into the Victorian. So, most of the north or high- style cuisine including roast lamb,

age. The plate  ( thet
of wall to store

been feltn
it notthave

back wall and the west wall are foundations mutton, hams, calf' s head ( a delicacy), and
walls)

plates
on

top beams of the

th cedntury

to find logs of that

wassize
in

original to the 1749 structure that became a lot of wild game ( a very manly fare).
walls) are placed on the floor of the first 18th century Virginia, as lumber one

Charlton' s Coffeehouse in the 1750s. The There is even evidence for peacock pie
level.    of the colony' s largest exports.

east and south walls, constructed out of being served on occasion. The ceramic and
6. At this point, we build the floor of the In terms of the project as a whole,

recycled 18th- century brick in 1891, have glass recovered during the archaeology that
second level using summer beams and

weGarlane
i

the

to a number of

ofc the
removed.  The south and east walls took place in the 1990s show that while Mr.       

joists. face in

weco need to pre ery
Cof-

been

you see now were constructed this fall Charlton was using relatively inexpensive
7. Next,

anwed frameo
the raaters, struts, pure

ofriginal l foundations

First,     

needle constructingeser
the

predominantly from brick painstakingly imitation porcelain ( delft done in Chinese ofli
t, a

ro

collars to create the structure

a buildingdl aroun whiletm. Sc-
retrieved from the walls built in 1891.  patterns) for everyday place settings, he

Once

the roof.     

apl ,     need to

and above them. 

fee-
was splurging on accent pieces like ornate

8. the structure is completely ondly, we need construct the Coffee

Q. When did you uncover all this? framed, we mark both sides of each house in as historically accurate a manner
A. Most of what you see was always above

glass syllabubs and a glass dessert pyramid.       
joint with a roman numeral, so that the as possible. Thirdly, the building is to be

ground. This building, like many in hilly
The air twist stemware was an elegant

entire frame can be recreated on site.     used for food service and open to the

cities like Atlanta and Charlottesville, was
touch for wine service as well. All in all,       

Because of the variations of the materi-     public, both of which necessitate specific
built on the side of a ravine, so while it

Charlton' s Coffeehouse was a high end
als and working by hand, every piece codes and requirements. Lastly, because

appears to be only one or one- and- a- half
establishment, probably superseding most

is unique, none are interchangeable.     of the stature and history of Colonial Wil-
nearby taverns.

stories on the front, it' s two or two- and-    Without a system, it would be impose liamsburg, there' s a pressure both inside
a- half on the back. Some of the brick

Submitted by Andy Edwards]
sible to put the building back together.     and outside the organization to make the

According to Garland, this project is reconstruction as accurate as is possible.
Economic Changes Continued from page 7 the most complex to have been under-     [ Submitted by Josh Muse and Anne Willis]

landscapes now considered" slovenly." The national political power. By 1830 many
marked changes in crop mix and cultivation Virginians and rural Marylanders were

techniques accompanying the shift into looking back nostalgically to a mythical co-
grain farming permanently altered ratios lonial golden age while engaging in an in-
of land to labor, sometimes leaving plant-     creasingly insular and retrogressive defense
ers with more workers— especially women of chattel slavery and a slave society.
and children-- than they needed, and those Excerpted from Lorena S. Walsh,      II
opposed to breaking up slave families often Migration, Society, Economy, and
realized lesser revenues than those who Settlement: The Chesapeake 1607- 1830,"

were willing to dispose of now " surplus" an essay to appear in The Chesapeake
III       ®

hands through some combination of se-   House: The Practice of Architectural

lective sales, forced westward migration, Investigation at Colonial Williamsburg
selective manumissions, apprenticeships,    University of North Carolina Press,      
and increased slave hiring.       forthcoming)

Out migration and the accompanying
shift of resources west coupled with falling Becoming AMERICANS TODAY
agricultural productivity in older areas led III•     I••••

dropinper capita exports

areas
is a publication of the Department

a p through-      
of Interpretive Training

out the South, which by the early 1790s N. M..    
were only half what had they had been Editors:    

in the 1770s. Meanwhile exports from Margot Crevieaux- Gevertz

more northerly areas equaled or surpassed Anne Willis

pre war levels. The proportion of national
Contributors: 

private wealth held by New Englanders
and Middle Atlantic residents consequently

Cary Carson, Bob Doares,

increased, while that of the Chesapeake Andy Edwards, Kelly
McAphee,

Gova  ,

residents fell. When the world wide eco Kevin Kelly, Rose
Nancy Milton, Josh Muse,      

ACROSS DOWN
nomic depression that followed the ending

Ken Schwarz, Phil Shultz,      
2 Important South Carolina export 1 British blockaded this export market

of the Napoleonic Wars hit the Chesapeake
Andrea Squires, Lorena Walsh

4 Williamsburg armorer for state of Virginia 3 Replaced Articles of Confederation

in 1819, the region was already begin-  6 Southern city that fell to British in late 1778 5 Von Steuben brought to U. S. with these

ning to experience competition for mar-  
and Garland Wood 8 This monopoly abolished in 1791 funds

kets from Kentucky and Tennessee settlers Production:      
11 Increased agricultural revenue after 1800 7 Hamilton' s plan for state war debts

who farmed fresher and better lands. After Diana Freedman, graphic production
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